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FOREWORD

Plato could already say in ancient times “that when men first
had thoughts about the gods, with regard to the way they came into
being, their characters, and the kind of activities in which they
engaged, what they said about these things was not an acceptable
account of them or what well regulated men would approve…”
(Epinomis) We should have to agree and add that the subsequent 2500
years have managed, also, to obscure the origins, characters and
deeds of the gods.
Many philosophers have quit concerning themselves with
religion, believing that the road to wisdom is paved with logical
forms. I doubt, however, that they can evade St. Thomas Aquinas’
medieval injunction, to wit, “The name of being wise is reserved to
him alone, whose consideration is about the end of the universe,
which end is also the beginning of the universe.” (Summa Contra
Gentiles, I,1).
In this book we take up the history of religion and consider the
meaning of the universe. From the first, humanity had to be religious.
It is still so. Further, it will be religious so long as it will exist.
Religion is ultimately hope, and humans live on hope. So goes, in
other words, much of my story. But to my surprise, I have discovered
that there is really something to hope for. The two parts of my book,
going from theomachy to theotropy, pursue a way from despair to new
hope.
At all times every aspect of the human mind and behavior has
been religiously affected. No bit of culture escapes religious relevance
or effects. I mean this literally. Such is the cultural dimension of
religion, which will be explained.
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That religion penetrates the fullness of history and culture
licenses us to draw upon any and all human settings for illustration
and proof. Every person in every setting, no matter how secular,
merits attention as religious man.
No trick is intended, no cunning definition of religion. Religion
for us here is simply a belief in the existence of a metaphysical order,
together with the practices relating to it.
The means that I employ to select, analyze, and report religious
material will be recognized and approved by aficionados of scientific
method. Not that the scientific method is used throughout; but, when
I move off the frame of positivistic, empirical science, I execute the
movement self-consciously, so that an ordinary reader, a scientist, or
a philosopher of science will be alerted and recognize in the
procedure a defined and denoted mode of thought. Once again, no
trick in intended; all of my cards are on the table.
What will follow, then is a narration in two parts and three
themes. These themes are: religion as delusion; religion as politics;
and religion as truth. Although treated vaguely in this order, they are
also intermingled throughout.
Under the topic of religion as delusion are carried the most
important components of human nature and the most important
historical transactions. We shall name and discuss these. Psychology,
anthropology, and history are the conventional disciplines most
heavily brought into play.
Under the topic of religion as politics, we survey the religious
aspects of collective behavior, showing religion again to be the most
important part of social behavior, with the disciplines of sociology,
politics, and philosophy most sharply involved. Science can explain
every aspect of religion, but paradoxically, it is religion in the end that
determines the metes and bounds of science.
Under the topic of religion as truth, we move into metaphysics.
All that historical man has attempted to achieve with religion is
adequately describable by the scientific method. Most of it is also
disposed of as anthropological material, not true religion. The
residuum of true religion, which is also describable by scientific
method, is not only considerable but also exists in its own right,
functionally and eternally. This body of religion does not logically or
essentially engage in controversy with science, nor with politics.
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Religion is an autonomous human activity, a fact of existence,
like a rock or a sexual discharge. It may be useful, but its utility is not
its justification nor even ordinarily expected of it. We call this activity
“divine,” meaning simply a person acting truly religiously.
Appreciating the immediate challenge that will arise at any claim to
the word “truth,” we hasten to ask for a postponement of its trial
until more can be said about “truthful” activity. Few will object if, in
the meanwhile, we define truth as an open question of religion; one
need not fear being forced to his knees.

Part One
THEOMACHY
Man’s moral record in religion is largely unacceptable,
whether to humans or to gods, if such exist. No
anthropologist, philosopher, or theologian is pleased with
it. It has been continuously expurgated and in parts
expunged, to make it look better than it is. To little avail. It
still appears as total theomachy: a struggle of man against
god, god against man, man against man in the name of
gods, and man against his divine self.
Why should we be so unpleasant in regard to religion, most
human of activities from primordial days to the present?
The question sends us back to the beginnings of the human
species, when religious behavior began. We seek to
establish there, and thenceforth through the ages, the
connection between religion and human nature, in mind
and in practice, and to come to an understanding of the
historical gods.

CHAPTER ONE
THE GENESIS OF RELIGION

To the fresh, mad eye of primeval man, the world was full of
gods. The human mind worked so as immediately to create religion.
It does so now and it did so at its beginning. This is a function
common to all humans everywhere, at all times, intrinsic, inherited,
irresistible. Religion is then naturally ecumenical; any two people
anywhere can agree in general on what it is that they are talking
about.
The mechanism is simple. The thousands of books, the infinite
discussion over millions of fires, the pomp of parades, the grandeur
of cathedrals, and the hysterical wars and killings about religion - all
of this intimidates inquiry. Yet all of this, as we shall see, descends
from the operation of the mechanism as if a holocaust would flare
from a flint striking stone.
The human mind, as soon as it starts working, builds a multiple
identity, a self-awareness. In the origins of the race, this trait is so
pronounced as to set the creature apart from other forms of life. Selfawareness is the psychological manifestation of a physiology of the
central nervous system, especially the cerebral cortex, which presents
a person with the feeling of being at least two persons. It is like the
bother of two eyes that cannot focus well upon a single object, but it
is of course enormously more ramified and important.
Since the body is one alone, it is "intended" for one mind, one
spring of action, a single commanding organ. Never mind that in
some remotely related animals two brain centers occur, or, for that
matter, that in man himself, there are such "lower" brain centers that
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have escaped the partition which we speak about here as selfawareness.
A person has the instinctive appreciation of and a nearly total
apparatus for realization of unitary conduct. But this preparedness
for the life of an ordinary mammal is rudely challenged by the sense
of an inner conflict of selves, which can 'change one's mind' and
redirect one's energies at any time, with seemingly little possibility of
control. It delays by microseconds the instinctive response that the
mammalian physiology and neurology crave.
The result of the perceived conflict, that "I am I, but who am I
that says 'I am I'" is fear. We can call this fear existential because it is
the absolute quality of human existence. The fear is indistinguishable
physiologically from the anatomy and process of mammalian fear
that arises out of non-existential causes; such would be the fear of a
blow or of a lightning stroke. If it is to be distinguished at all from
animal fear, existential fear has to be discovered by statistical means,
by logical reasoning, by experiment, by psychiatric theory. We
assume, hoping to be more empirical later on, that existential fear is a
"free-floating" fear overload that characterizes the human and is
attributable to the "fear of oneselves" associated with self-awareness.
This state of affairs called "self-awareness" is instinctively
undesirable. Its advantages are ambiguous. It interferes with peace of
mind; it blocks the instinctive action of the beast; it introduces
unwanted self-consultation concerning decisions and evaluation of
the effects of action. It introduces continuous distrust of the self. It
requires, as will be amply discussed, an endless stream of devices and
decisions, all basically intended to adjust the elements of the self to
each other, some of them taking place within the bodily frame, others
occurring in interpretations of and controls upon the outer world of
other people and nature.
Obvious schemes occur to the human person. One is to stamp
out the other selves, to produce a granite-like person unbothered by
internal inquiries. Another is to kick out the other selves like
unwanted children or undesirable tenants. The first method is
workable only up to certain point; many subconscious activities occur
and leak out onto external objects, no matter how impressive the
monolith.
The second method, expulsion of internal conflicts, creates the
human's world, but is not effective as intended, either. A lady who
has a bad dream, and then doubles her contribution to a church
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collection, may successfully lower her level of anxiety, but is likely to
receive more cordial solicitations from her church, which, if refused,
may give her more bad dreams. A boy who perceives a ghost under
his bed will in time flesh out the ghost with various traits, motives,
and activities. Displacements of anxieties, that is, are boomerangs
which, no matter how far flung, unerringly return.
Since the struggle of the selves is essentially psychological, it
can be called supernatural. Then it is even more proper to call the
projection and displacements of the self supernatural. To become
more focused upon religion, it should be said that there is absolutely
no resistance of the part of the human to displacing his internal
world, in effect, living his life - upon super-sensory or ultra-sensory
phenomena. It ill behooves the source to deny its essence in the
world outside.
At the same time, the operation of tying a world of external
supernatural phenomena to the world of internal supernatural
phenomena is invariably expressed in ritual practices, that is, repeated
related performances. The lady and the boy in the instances above
establish practices. The ramifications of practice are limited both by
the environmental forces governing practices and by the tendency to
reiterate actions. From action to practice to habit to obsession goes
the continuum, a rating scale on which, given the object in the world
to which people relate, the same people can be graded, like
churchgoers from once-in-a-great-while to those who would rather
die than miss a church service. Paul Radin has properly pointed out
"that all people are spontaneously religious at crises, that the
markedly religious people are spontaneously religious on numerous
other occasions as well, and that the intermittently and indifferently
religious are secondarily religious on occasions not connected with
crises at all."
"Fear made the first gods of the world," wrote the Roman
Statius (c. 45 to 96 A. D.). In the long history of religion it is the only
theory to come close to the truth. And man, in return, is theophobic,
full of dread of god. The first gods were also the first humans, a
scheme of delusions to map and control the immense, live universe.
Everything seemed capable of turning into a god; hence gods were in
everything (as the early philosopher Thales conjectured). They
controlled everything, it appeared, but were unaccountable and did
both the expected and the unexpected.
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The simple mechanism of religion is then self-awareness, fear
of the self, fears or anxieties displaced upon supernatural or tangible
appearances of the world, and the development of practices to
control and maintain transactions with the supernatural appearances.
The drive to control oneself (oneselves, we should say) is paramount
and moves man to wherever his fears alight. Again, Radin's
anthropological surmise is acceptable: "man was in a state of fear,
physically, economically, and psychically. Man thus postulated the
supernatural in order primarily to validate his workaday reality." His
aim was "the canalization of his fears and feelings and the validation
of his compensation dreams."
The judgment of what is supernatural and what is tangible may
bother intellectuals and theologians but has never been much of a
problem to the ordinary person or priest. The logic of the multitude
is foolproof: the supernatural is everywhere and is incorporated in
tangible things. We shall come to understand science better when we
appreciate the futility, yet inevitability, of its struggles to squeeze the
supernatural out of the rocks and out of the mind. It is trying to
make an animal out of man, just as the pesky theologians say, that is,
trying to destroy all outward manifestations of the uniquely human
person, if not the mind itself.
Mircea Eliade has reported well the state of mind of the
"religious man" through the ages. (He uses the term as, for instance,
H. D. Lasswell uses the term "political man," as the "pure" or
obsessed type of actor in history.) Where we employ the term
"supernatural," Eliade uses the term "sacred."
"For religious man," he writes, "the world always presents a
supernatural valence, that is, it reveals a modality of the sacred."
Every bit of the cosmos has its sacrality. "In a distant past" (but why
not include today?) "all of man's organs and physiological
experiences, as well as all his acts, had a religious meaning," "Homo
religiosus always believes that there is an absolute reality, the sacred,
which transcends this world but manifests itself in this world, thereby
sanctifying it and making it real." "For religious man, nature is never
only 'natural'; it is always fraught with a religious value."
Finally, "the sacred is equivalent to a power, and, in the last
analysis, to reality. The sacred is saturated with being... Religious man
deeply desires to be, to participate in reality, to be saturated with
power. This rounds out an accord with our ides of religious genesis.
Man naturally sees the world supernaturally. Reality is supernatural.
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His heart and soul go into tying this reality to himself, to gain its
powers. We should say that all of this grandiose ambition is to
stabilize his mind, to let him live unanxiously, unfearfully, to be at
peace with himself."
How good it is to be assured of this, too, as the Hebrew
Elohim assures man, that he shall "fill the earth and subdue it; and
have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the air
and over every living thing that moves upon the earth," and that
furthermore he has given him "every plant yielding seed which is
upon the face of all the earth and every tree with seed in its fruit..."
Elohim is thinking and working like any ideal reasonable man would
think and work. All is divinely created, by hard labor. All is sacred,
therefore.
Yet, granted that humans are bent upon creating the
supernatural and tying it into themselves, why should they dispose of
the credit to gods? Why should they not be frankly proud of the
world that they create and control, whether it be supernatural of
tangible? First there is the fearful fact that they do not control it.
Second there is the fear that disregards fact. They fear that they may
not control anything; man is born with an inferiority complex from
not controlling himself. Third, there is the appearance of purposeful
control of the world by non-humans, an appearance, one may insist,
that has both invisible and perceptible substantiation.
Take up first the fearful fact that man does not control himself,
or the world. Hence religion arises to drug mankind, according to
Karl Marx: "religion is the moan of the oppressed creature, the heart
of a heartless world, the sense of senseless conditions. It is the opium
of the people."
Perhaps the most powerful suppressant of religion is the
promise of science to give one such controls. "Serious" scientists do
not pretend to such abilities or make such promises. On the other
hand, they at least feel relieved when other "non-responsible" people,
like science fiction writers or humanists or philosophers, make such
claims in their name. "We are approaching the time when we will be
able to control..." - and every human anxiety has its assurance - "our
anxieties," "climate," "earthquakes," "approaching comets," "plague,"
"birth defects," "war," "governments," and ultimately "the challenge
of death itself." This wealth of promises emerges from the
instruments and procedures of scientific method, a process finding its
way only through provably material entities.
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For those who doubt the fulfilment of these promises, the
outlooks of cynicism, stoicism, and pessimism - or, alternatively,
religion - are available. A society dominated by the scientific outlook
will, however, endeavor to persuade many of these of its promises,
and for that will take over all of the trappings of propaganda and
organized pressures developed over the ages by religions, and, later,
political systems. The secular society is then in being.
However, there is still the fear that disregards fact. There is a
factual element in anxiety, but additionally the aforementioned
existential element. It is highly probable that no change in the human
condition can erase this anxiety except the eradication of the human
in man. Self-awareness can be detrained, stunned and doped, but
never with complete success and never over a whole population for
very long. If it could be done, it would long ago have been
accomplished. We may suppose that most cultures, in one way or
another, have tried to do so, with no lasting effect. Man has achieved
every imaginably bad society except one of lasting soullessness.
But fear alone might bring forth the supernatural, and the ways
of dealing with it, without gods, unless some inherent part of
religious mechanism demanded them. For this we require both an
internal and external cause. The divine being must be both in us and
in nature.
The internal sequence may be suggested. If it is the plural self
that disturbs our peace of mind, then the infinitely varied
displacements of this self that are employed to ease the fears
engendered by the civil strife of the ego are likely often to emanate as
living forms. That is, the world created by the human mind is
animated. The world is alive.
It is an absurd but common notion, fostered unfortunately by
scientists who are disciplined observers trained precisely to observe
objects as "stripped-down," that the human neatly undresses his
thoughts of their libido before placing them upon the world. To the
contrary, the human is naturally surprised, like the child bumping his
head on a table, when whatever he encounters turns out to be unalive
according to the battery of tests that his mind applies consequent to
the encounter. "Everything is alive until proven dead" is the natural
psychic principle to go along with "Everything is sacred, unless
demonstrated to be secular."
To say then that a natural force has to be animated into a god
by some separate superstition which the observer must be trained to
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apply is incorrect. Depending upon its impact, the force is a god or a
manifestation thereof. It is historically, as well as psychologically,
incorrect to think that humans invented gods as a kind of
convenience to collect their thoughts and then gave them names. It is
more likely that gods were observed and in the very process of
perception named by ejaculations (so beginning human speech), and
then, following natural observation, the world was ordered in
consonance with the gods. As Hock well says about the early gods of
Greece "... these gods were not felt by the Greeks to have been
manufactured or invented as the 'Personification' implies; they were
discovered and recognized, precisely as the modern scientist
discovers and recognizes the effects of something that he calls
'electricity. '"
Furthermore, the apparitions of nature are anthropomorphized
insofar as they seem purposeful and humanlike. The human,
responding to a vast range of stimuli in time and space, entranced by
the sky as well as the abyss, infiltrating his spirit into this vast world,
is both psychologically and materially affected by them. It is
practically impossible, for any length of time, to take the apparitions
of the world impersonally.
There is "every reason" to regard the fall of a meteor as a
purposeful intervention in one's life. It moves through the air like a
flaming lance, sword, chariot, or torch held high. It is faster than a
bird. It screams like a tiger. It strikes with the might of ten thousand
men. As scientists say, "Everything must have a cause." Well, here the
cause is a superhuman thunderbolter. From effects, one reasons to
causes.
If especially there are periods of time when great effects are
common and men are shaken by them, the gods are implied, even
visualized, as when a comet resembles different human figures and
organs. Men measure the effect carefully, as the ancient Etruscans
every spot struck by lightning, to see in the measure of a divine
intervention the intent of the god.
In summation, the age becomes confirmed as religious. The
more intense, pervasive, and frequent the experiences, the more
religious the age becomes. It is as certain as any other proposition of
science, that, were an asteroid or comet of modest size to strike the
globe, astronomy would promptly become astrology, meteorology
divination, biology creationist, politics catastrophic, and theology
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revivalist. Evidence for this statement is strewn among all writings on
the effects upon humans of close-in and crashing celestial bodies.
This divinity, perhaps the same, perhaps another, is known not
only by celestial or other natural apparitions; it is also manifested in
ways that will be demonstrated in chapter 3. The god is as prompt to
appear as religion itself, inevitable in the primeval mind, as culture,
too, is prompt to appear and as fast as it is instrumented, married
into, if not born of, the sacred. We speak, thus, of a hologenesis of
homo sapiens, culture, religion, and gods.
Logically, the evolutionary theory of a slow final development
of homo is gone; so is the theory of cultural evolution, of the evolution
of religions, and of the progressive evolution of a concept of god. All
of these things are today very much perceived, afforded and
functioning as they did in the first centuries of humankind.
The science that those of us who write books so highly esteem
represents a sharp break with the history of mankind, but scarcely
less of a break with the human thought and behavior of today. We
can, and shall, make much of it, but should remember all the while
that the proportion of science to religion in human behavior is like
the ratio of the depth of the surface crust of the Earth to the radius
of the whole globe, one to four hundred. And as the thickness of the
crust varies beneath oceans and continents, so does the depth of
penetration of the scientific method vary in different cultures and
mind.

CHAPTER TWO

THE SUCCESSION OF GODS

The first god who was, remains in the latest god who is. The
gods have been of the same descent, always, everywhere. I mean this
not in the sense of many theologians, that, "Yes, God has been
eternally Himself but we have gradually learned more about His
nature," nor in the sense of many sectarians that, "Yes, people have
forever worshiped false gods but gradually we are coming to see my
God," but rather I mean it to say that the gods were discovered once,
in the earliest times, and that there had been a direct descent of the
same divinities down to the present. By "discovered" is meant that
the first humans perceived gods in the world; they perceived the
supernatural, and they took immediate steps to control it.
Such statements may provoke panic in various intellectual
quarters, and we wonder whether to arrest the panic or let the room
be cleared. Much of our religious thinking depends upon refusing or
denying the statements. Even some hard-boiled anthropologists
meekly purchase meliorism in religious history, part of the famous
idea of evolutionary progress, some such belief as that by
indistinguishable degrees, dull-witted savages become plantworshipers, and these grow into deists, who later become
monotheists and finally begin to be secularists - and anthropologists.
Even those who do not believe in gods are quite sure that they are
competent to distinguish good gods from bad ones.
Yet the history of religion permits the statement. LeroiGourhan believes that the Upper Paleolithic hunters were probably
religious. I have supported this view in Chaos and Creation with
illustrations of a probable mating of Heaven as a bison and Earth in
the form of a woman. Much earlier practices respecting burials and
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the mounting of bear skull accord to Neanderthal man also basic
religious ideas. Leroi-Gourhan (in Religions de la Prehistoire) produces a
scenario of a large primordial religion from an "insignificant" incised
tablet. What is revealed by relics must be only a token of full-scale
rites of religion.
A recent Soviet excavation finds religious incisions on animal
skulls hundreds of thousands of years ago; for that matter, Pietro
Gaietto attributes sculptures to "hominids" of 1.5 million years of
age; but, as I have argued in other works, the measurement of time is
in a sorry state of disrepair. In Homo Schizo I, incidental to establishing
the hologenesis of culture, a connection of symbols and the
supernatural is made. In my general attempt there and elsewhere to
shorten drastically the time of homo sapiens and to identify all
discovered hominids as human, I am led logically to erase the need to
account for a long period of stupid human development prior to a
mutation, or natural selection, or social invention that would initiate
religion, along with man.
Further, I am in accord with the claim of anthropologists
Washburn and Moore, that mankind could have originated only once.
It seems to me that humanity is so distinctive in its self-awareness
and symbolism, and that these traits are so suffusive over the scope
of human behavior, that, once human in these regards, thence human
in all regards.
Paul Radin (Primitive Religion) argues against the belief,
represented especially by Andrew Lang, Pinard de la Boullaye, and
others, that the primordial religion contained a belief in a Supreme
God or High God. Rather, "wherever a Supreme Deity or a High
God... exists it is the belief either of a few individuals or of a special
group." He is persuaded that ordinary people are bereft of sky
religion, a thesis that is patently false and can only be precipitated out
of the materialistic brew of early Marxist anthropology.
Our interest is not to enter this debate but to veer towards a
more important truth. Earliest humans gave preeminence to sky
gods, as soon as one or more might be discerned through the
thinning canopy of clouds. Ouranos and his counterparts in other
cultures were, as we have remarked, first Heaven, then God,
corresponding to the canopy and the appearance of a great sun-like
object (among many others) in the new skies. However, since we
believe this tumultuous set of natural events took a part in creating
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the human race itself, we would maintain that man was never human
before he was religious.
Some tribes appear to follow spiritualism and animism and lack
astral heavenly gods of human quality. We find ancestral spirits and
ghosts usually inhabiting territories and, if they are disembodied,
lower parts of the atmosphere; or the atmosphere is a medium
through which they may move more easily than by treading the earth.
Indeed, was not the vault of heaven itself low? And was not the
Earth the goddess, sufficient itself to the first age of religious
awareness? The Clouds of Heaven were many and low, until they
descended in deluges.
The Vault of Heaven was lifted and humans saw the heavenly
bodies removing themselves to remoteness and, too, the gods and
hosts of heaven behaving destructively and benevolently with their
own wills and human features.
We can agree with Mircea Eliade (The Quest: History and Meaning
in Religion) where, discussing Wilhelm Schmidt (Ursprung der Gottesidee)
he says,
It is true that the belief in High Gods seems to characterize the oldest
cultures, but we also find there other religious elements. As far as we can
reconstruct the remote past, it is safer to assume that religious life was from
the very beginning rather complex, and that 'elevated' ideas coexisted with
'lower' forms of worship and belief.

Thus, a prominent, although not dominant school of thought
in the history of religion, exemplified in the work of A. Lang, M.
Muller, R. Pettazoni, W. Schmitt, and M. Eliade propounds the thesis
that the first worshiper and hence the ancestors of all religions
believed in sky-gods. We find their arguments persuasive and add to
them what we know about actual prehistoric skies and catastrophic
occurrences affecting the skies.
The belief in sky-gods is attested to both by the most ancient
sources of religious practice and by the studies of modern so-called
primitive peoples (whom we prefer to call "tribal"). All of the "great"
religions begin their stories in the skies: The Judaic complex, the
Greco-Roman complex, the Egyptian, the old Chinese religion of
Heaven, the Meso-American complex, the Teutonic, the Persian, the
Hindu. "The Chinese T'ien means at once the sky and the god of the
sky." Among the less familiar religions, the Mongol, the Sumerian,
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the Babylonian, the Celtic, the Baltic, and the Slavic have nominated
the sky and its god(s) for preeminence. Not only this; so far as one
can tell, all primitive religions have important celestial referents, and
we may quote cases from Eliade again:
The supreme divinity of the Maori is named Iho; iho means elevated, high
up. Uwoluwu, the supreme god of the Akposo Negroes, signifies what is on
high, the upper regions. Among the Selk'nam of Tierra del Fuego God is
called Dweller in the Sky or He Who is in the Sky. Puluga, the supreme
being of the Andaman Islanders, dwells in the sky... The Sky God of the
Yoruba of the Slave Coast in named Olorun, literally Owner of the Sky.
The Samoyad worship Num, a god who dwells in the highest sky and whose
name means sky. Among the Koryak, the supreme divinity is called the One
on High, the Master of the High, He Who Exists. The Ainu know him as
the Divine Chief of the Sky, the Sky God, the Divine Creator of the Worlds,
but also as Kamui, that is, Sky. The list could be easily extended.

Why is the sky the seat of the gods and even the gods
themselves? From his unmatched scholarship, Eliade fetches a
proposition which we believe to be incorrect: "Simple contemplation
of the celestial vault already provokes a religious experience. The sky
shows itself to be infinite, transcendent... For the sky, by its own mode of
being, reveals transcendence, force, eternity. It exists absolutely because
it is high, infinite, powerful." This speculation which figures over several
pages, stands without supporting evidence. It seems to say, "since
heaven is divine, and the gods are celestial, there must be a reason;
the reason is a) since the gods are there, the sky must have impressed
man and b) the sky is impressive (for the gods are there)." The logic
is confusing and borrows, though not with conscious purpose, the
propaganda technique of showering agreeable statements upon the
reader.
Indeed, if one shows (as has been done in recent decades) that the religious
lives of the most primitive peoples are in fact complex, that they cannot be
reduced to 'animism,' 'totemism,' or even ancestor-worship, that they include
visions of Supreme Beings with all the powers of an omnipotent CreatorGod, then these evolutionist hypotheses which deny the primitive any
approach to 'superior' hierophanies are nullified.

One must return to the beginning. Granting that the sky-gods
and sky-religions are primordial, how is man prompted to perceive
the supernatural there, place preeminent divine activities there, and
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make the sky the centerpiece of religion? If humans existed long
before religion was invented, then it should be embarrassing to argue
that the skies might exist for millions of years before the idea of
religion popped into the minds of people everywhere (and very much
the same idea of religion, that is, sky-religion without aeons of
animism, pantheism, ghosts, totemism, and such other forms of
religion).
Eliade does not explain how early religions would move from
sky-gods to demonism, totemism and animism, and sometimes back,
for modern tribes of this ilk meet no insuperable problem in
adopting a sky religion such as Islam or Christianity. We offer two
explanations. First, these religious practices were originally, have
been, and are always with us, and are not at all embarrassed at coexisting with sky-gods.
The second explanation is consistent with the first. The skygods seem to have disappeared from many minds of our "high"
civilization in favor of the worship of technology, cinema and
political heroes, and a number of psychopathological quirks.
"Primitive tribes," since explorers and anthropologists began their
profuse reports, seem to have lost their sky-gods, too, or never to
have had any, or to possess dei otiosi. May not these tribal people be
acting like these civilized people in focusing upon the sky-gods when
the gods are active, or when the memory of them, consciously or
unconsciously, is acute, tending to dismiss, forget, and deny them
when they are not causing great trouble? The skies became peaceful
and the world stopped shaking; people turned to the supernatural
manifestations of their closer environment. In this case, we may
surmise also that the sterner the institutions of memory (records,
graphics, priesthoods, bureaucratic churches, holidays) the longer the
sky-gods will persist in a culture.
Faced with embarrassment, the idea of long evolution of
religion (but then perhaps, too, of the long evolution of man) might
be dropped. Then at least, we see man becoming human and skyreligious concurrently.
But another embarrassment occurs. If this occurs at one place
and one time, as we have asserted, how do all people settle upon the
sky and often the same creation stories of first generation gods, as we
shall see? "Diffusion," one might venture; from the first Adam and
his home locale, there went forth the common focus and story (" Just
as the Hebrew Genesis says!"?). If so, the first human must have
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achieved the diffusion; there would be no humans to pick up the
story elsewhere.
In his book of Timaeus, Plato accepts and rationalizes in its early
pages the existence of "everything visible, and which was not in a
state of rest, but moving with confusion and disorder" prior to the
work of the Divinity or demiurge which in its plenitude of intelligence
and power "reduced it from this wild inordination into order."
Here is the first revolution; a Chaos, worked upon by a
Demiurge (God) produces Order. This is a common ancient myth
but we recall that Timaeus is a highly sophisticated Pythagorean and
thinker. I conclude that the first of all great events remembered by
man and emplaceable in primevalogy is the separation of Heaven
from Earth.
The Divinity, according to Plato-Timaeus, using earth, fire,
water, and air from the universe formed (generated) it into a figure,
an animal containing all figures and animals and gave it the 'most
becoming'... "spherical shape, in which all the radii from the middle
are equally distant from the bounding extremities." So says Taylor in
his great commentary on Timaeus. This universe moves in a circular
revolution.
Taylor concludes that the boundless, the universe before god
was composed of thick cloud or mist to early and late Greek
philosophers. Fire made it visible and that is why it became the first
of the elements.
There is a major dilemma in Timaeus, faced by all philosophers
and theologians who explain creation. Was God always around but
disinclined to do anything about the Chaos? Then finally did he act
and make order, i. e., the universe as man knows it?
My interpretation is as follows:
The Cosmologist is Man.
Man senses ancient experiences.
He asks when did experience begin. In fact, he is asking "when
did I begin?" i. e. my inquiring mind.
He thinks everything always was, because this is a logical
thought.
He recollects, however, a time before the time he recalls, and
remembers such time as chaos or disorder (or thick fog).
This time of the ordering of chaos must be either a memory of
when man first got his head straight, i. e. could reason and ask basic
questions, or an actual revolution of his nature or environment (a
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catastrophic set of events involving perhaps the lifting of a low
canopy from Earth) which he recalls because he was already homo
sapiens in all or part; but he cannot recall any specific catastrophic
events before this time; therefore it becomes his creation moment,
his gestalt of creation.
Then there are later stories about divine and celestial behavior
that are found throughout the world, as, for example, the later
coming of an electric or thunderbolting god. For instance, Eliade
comments, as have I, on "the later transformations of sky gods into
storm gods." Is this diffusion, or a common experience of separated
people? Evidently, religious historians do not sense that a sequence
of gods might exist, which are related to real natural events as
experienced by widely separated people, such events being originally
involved in the selection of the sky as the first god and the home site
of the gods.
Religion begins and endures in the sky, and the gods with it,
because the sky has been much more than the sky that we experience
today. The oldest religions and tribal legends agree generally that the
skies were a heavy and full covering of the Earth, that they became
turbulent, descending upon the Earth, that they broke and discharged
liquids and solids upon the world, that before man's eyes the god of
the sky took shape, and that here was the first or Ouranian religion.
The primordial heaven and god do not endure forever. And at
this point, Eliade recalls the famous ancient concept of the deus
otiosus, the distant, removed, hence disoccupied god. Having created
the world, the first gods generally retire. "Celestially structured
supreme beings tend to disappear from the practice of religion, from
cult; they depart from among men, withdraw to the sky, and become
remote, inactive gods (dei otiosi);" Eliade presents relevant cases.
"Everywhere in these primitive religions, the celestial supreme being
appears to have lost religious currency. . . Yet he is remembered and
entreated as the last resort. . ." A quantavolutionary would surmise
that the tribal (' primitive') response to a long period of settled skies is
exactly like the civilized society's response: to forget in part the great
gods of disastrous ages, to secularize, to reduce religion to
superstition, and also to make the Sun a catch-all for the gods.
But once again Eliade resorts to reductionist explanation and
writes such lines as, "The divine remoteness actually expresses man's
increasing interest in his own religious, cultural, and economic
discoveries." He illustrates the "remoteness" by cases where in good
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times, gods are ignored, only to be appealed to in desperate times.
This is a very different remoteness. In the celestial archetype, god is
remote because he is not around and operative; in the second case,
god is present but neglected.
Eliade does not bring out the most striking fact about the
retired god. His is often a forced retirement, following a bloody,
world-shaking revolution. The Greek Ouranos was castrated by his
son Kronos in a terrible revolt, and moved into exile, with no
intimations of a return to power. A new great age begins.
The birth of the great goddess Athena is reported in the
Homeric "Hymn to Athene."
Athene sprang quickly from the immortal head and stood before Zeus who
holds the aegis, shaking a sharp spear: great Olympus began to reel horribly
at the might of the bright-eyed goddess, and earth round about cried
fearfully, and the sea was moved and tossed with dark waves, while foam
burst forth suddenly: the bright son of Hyperion stopped his swift-footed
horses a long while, until the maiden Pallas Athene had stripped the
heavenly armor from her immortal shoulders.

Moreover, the new great gods are also celestial. They are not
household familiars, woods sprites, or volcano ghosts. The Greek
pantheon is well-known, but there are others as well. All of the great
Greek gods are sky gods, though they may keep house on Earth as
well, Hephaistos on Lemnos, Hades in the nether regions, and so on.
The great ones are identified with the moon and planets: Aphrodite,
Kronos, Zeus, Hermes, Athena, Ares, and possibly Apollo, Uranus,
and Poseidon. (We do not refer, of course, to contemporary
nomenclature.) When these gods are entered upon the historical
record, dim though this time be, a period of greatest power can be
assigned to each; this project was undertaken in Chaos and Creation.
Then the sequence goes: Ouranos, Aphrodite as Moon, Kronos,
Zeus (Hera), Apollo, Hermes, Athene and Hephaistos as Venus, and
Ares. And there is substantial reason (not commonsensical) that these
gods achieved power, fame, and worship because they were identified
with great sky bodies, such as the planets, upon the occasion of great
natural catastrophes befalling the Earth.
Scanning Samuel Kramer's collection of Mythologies of the
Ancient World, we find persistent outcroppings of the procession of
gods and ages despite his complete disregard of events in the heavens
that might differ from the behavior of the sun, moon, planets,

